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Structural complexity in binary bcc ground states: The case of bcc Mo-Ta
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~Received 23 June 2003; published 23 January 2004!

Traditional sorting diagrams for ground states (T50 stable atomic configurations! of bcc-based binary
alloys predict simple crystal structures when simple parametric interactions~e.g., first few pairs! are assumed.
However, the range and magnitude of interactions for real systems is nota priori known, and could lead to
much greater structural complexity. We combine a density functional theory based, deterministic mixed-basis
cluster expansion with an exhaustive enumeration scheme of 33106 possible structures to determine the
ground states of the bcc alloy Mo-Ta. The result is a rich ground-state line, changing one’s outlook on bcc
structural stability. We find Mo-rich~100! superlattices~including C11b and B2) coexisting with complex
large-cell structures (Mo4Ta9 and Mo4Ta12). We demonstrate that a systematic cluster expansion construction
scheme which includes both high-order pairs and many-body figures is a necessity to capture the ground states
of Mo-Ta.
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Predicting the ground-state order~i.e., the T50 stable
state! of a given elemental combination has been a cen
challenge in metallurgy,1,2 inorganic chemistry,3,4 and mate-
rials theory.5,6 Atomic ordering on a lattice is often describe
by coloring individual sites according to the occupyin
element—or, in a binary alloy, mathematically assigni
spinss i561 to each sitei. If s denotes the vector of al
spinss i , the configurational formation enthalpyDH(s) can
be exactly mapped7 onto the pair and multisiteinteratomic
interactions Jof an Ising-like Hamiltonian

DH~s!5J01(
i

s iJi1(
i , j

Ji , js is j1(
i , j ,k

Ji , j ,ks is jsk

1•••, ~1!

the defining equation of a cluster expansion~CE!.8 This rep-
resentation has been used extensively in attempts to pro
maps of ground-state ordering, treating the set$J% as formal
parameters~see for instance Refs. 9–13!: For restricted sets
of interactions, truncated by intuition to, e.g., first- a
second-nearest neighbors, one can enumerate all pos
ground states of Eq.~1! and classify them according to th
interaction values which produce them. For example, ass
ing just a nearest neighborJ, only theB2 ~CsCl-type! struc-
ture can be stabilized in bcc. If one adds a second-nea
neighbor interaction, theB32 ~LiAl-type! and D03
(BiF3-type! structures become additionally possible. Fina
when three pair interactions are allowed, at least 17 dist
structures with up to 12 atoms per unit cell are possi
ground states.12–13At first glance, third-nearest pair interac
tions for bcc would seem sufficient in the sense that the
simple, commonly observed ground states13 B2, B32, D03 ,
C11b, andB11 are then all allowed ground-state structur
Many studies of actual bcc alloys truncate to this interact
set,14–18 so more complex bcc-based ground states are
explained even for the case~Li-Al ! where such structures ar
known experimentally.19 One needs to determine wheth
simple interactions are really characteristic of bcc-based
loys and their ground states, or whether the physical inte
tions of actual bcc systems will lead to structurally comp
ground states which are overlooked by few-interact
ground-state maps.
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In the present work, we tackle the ground-state probl
from the inverse point of view. Based on the mixed-ba
cluster expansion~MBCE! method,20,21 we apply an itera-
tive, deterministic scheme to calculate the interactions$J% of
Eq. ~1! for Mo-Ta. These interactions are obtained via
electronic-structure theory~the density-functional method!
which includes, in principle, various types of bonding force
We then predict the ground-state structures from Eq.~1!. The
key result isthe emergence of bcc-based ground state str
tures of a complexity which is not foreseen by truncated p
only Hamiltonians.We find that only a delicate balance o
long-ranged pair and multisite interactions can reflect
coexistence of these ground-state structures.

The goal of the MBCE method is to provide Ising-lik
interactions@Eq. ~1!# which describe the configurational en
ergetics of arbitrarily complex binary alloys with the acc
racy achieved by modern electronic-structure theory
simple ordered structures. Here, the deterministic proced
itself ~not the user! decides the number and type of intera
tions that are needed to describe a particular material sys
The MBCE method has been reviewed elsewhere,8,21 and
will only be briefly summarized here. Equation~1! is rewrit-
ten to expandDH̃5DH2Eref in terms of symmetry-
equivalent pair and many-body figuresf, so that

DH̃CE~s!5J01~2x21!J11(
p

np

JpDpP̄p~s!

1 (
MB’s

JMBDMBP̄MB~s!, ~2!

with interaction parametersJf and symmetry-degeneracyD f
for each inequivalentf. The configuration dependence is co
tained only in the lattice-averaged correlation functio

P̄ f(s). The ‘‘constituent strain’’ energyECS(s) is chosen20

for Eref . The interactions$Jf% are obtained by mapping
DH̃CE(s) to an appropriate input base of fully relaxe

$DH̃LDA(s)%, calculated by density functional theory in th
local-density approximation~DFT-LDA! for a set of Ns

structures. The key task of the MBCE is to identify therel-
evantfiguresf and their interaction energiesJf for a specific
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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alloy system. In the present work, we apply a three-lev
iterative construction scheme:

~i! For a given numbernp of pairs and a set of nonpa
interactions$JMB%, one first obtains an optimum interactio
set$Jf% by minimizing8,20

sMBCE5(
s

wsuDH̃LDA~s!2DH̃CE~s!u21
t

a (
p

np

Rp
lDpJp

2 .

~3!

Here, the usual least-squares sum is amended by an
tional constraint per pair. This allows for an unlimited num
ber of pair interactions, and avoids an unphysical cutoff d
tated by the finite number of input structures. The pro
spatial decay ofJp with pair distanceRp is enforced by
weight factorsRp

l , with t a Lagrangian multiplier anda
5((p

npARp
l/Dp)2 a normalization factor.

~ii ! Different sets$np ,t,l% and$JMB% are compared using
a cross-validation22 ~CV! criterion to ensure apredictive
MBCE for energies of structures not included in the fit of E
~3!. Earlier applications of the MBCE~Refs. 8,21! success-
fully used ‘‘hold-out-set’’ CV: Of a total numberNs of struc-
tures for whichDHLDA are available, onlyNs2Nv are used
for the fit of Eq. ~3!, and the rest used for predictions. R
cently, van de Walle and Ceder23 successfully applied
‘‘leave-one-out’’ CV for this task. In the spirit of Shao’
work,24 our implementation of choice in the present work
‘‘leave-many-outCV’’: From a total of Ns structures, pick
Np subsets~‘‘exclusion sets’’! of Nv structures each. Fo
each exclusion seti, use only the remainingNs2Nv struc-
tures to fit Eq.~2! by minimizing sMBCE @Eq. ~3!#. The Nv
structures excluded from the fit of Eq.~2! are reserved for
prediction testing: After fitting the interactions of Eq.~2!, we
calculateDHCE

( i ) (s) for the Nv excluded structures and com
pare to their knownDHLDA . The average prediction erro
over all exclusion sets is

scv5
1

NpNv
(

i

Np

(
se seti

uHCE
( i ) ~s!2HLDA~s!u2. ~4!

We chooseNp andNv such that every input structure appea
at least twice in the exclusion sets~e.g.,Np512, Nv512 for
the final 56DHLDA).

~iii ! We iteratively increase the sizeNs of the LDA input
set$DHLDA(s)%. In each iteration~fixed LDA input set!, we
minimize scv to identify promising combinations$np ,t,l%
and $JMB% ~‘‘candidate CE’s’’!. We then predict the ground
states of the candidate CE’s and calculateDHLDA for some
of these to verify the CE’s true predictive power. The new
calculatedDHLDA are then added to theNs input structures.
The procedure is repeated until the prediction errors bec
sufficiently low and the predicted ground-state line agr
with LDA.

In the present work,DH̃LDA(s) were obtained in the
local-density approximation to density-functional theory, u
ing the momentum-space total-energy method as im
mented in theVASP program package.25 Mo and Ta were
represented by projector-augmented wave potentials inc
ing 4p and 5p semicore states, respectively, together w
the exchange-correlation functional of Perdew and Zunge26
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We conductedk-space basis convergence tests which ens
convergence ofDHLDA at the meV level. These tests sho
Ecut5250 eV to be sufficient. WhereverDHLDA can be cal-
culated using equivalentk points,27 12312312 grids ~per-
taining to the cubic bcc unit cell! or denser are employed. I
the few cases where this method proves impractical,k-grid
convergence was achieved explicitly.

The MBCE for Mo-Ta was constructed in five iteration
of increasing LDA data base size, beginning with a 2
structure set of small-cell configurations, including the us
suspectsB2, B32, B11, C11b, andD03, up a total ofNs

556 input DHLDA(s) values. The final CE features fiv
many-body figures and eight pair interactions, shown in F
1. Notably, it includes both high-order pairs and many-bo
terms of considerable magnitude. These interactions yie
fit error of 2.5 meV for all 56 input configurations, with
maximum deviation of only 6.3 meV. The predictive acc
racy of the CE isscv53.6 meV, i.e., less than 2% o
DH f(B2,MoTa).

With the converged MBCE, we can investigate the phy
cal ground-state line of Mo-Ta. We use the enumerat
scheme of Ref. 28 to predictDHCE of all 33106 possible
configurations with up to 20 atoms per unit cell. For negat
DH, ground states can be read from a plot ofDHCE(s)
versus composition as the breaking points of the convex
about all structures. This ground-state line is shown in Fig
The structures associated with several breaking points
shown in Fig. 3, and collected in Table I, together with t
‘‘depth’’ D of each breaking point with respect to the phas
separated limit~concentration-weighted average! of the adja-
cent breaking points. Also listed are transition temperatu
Tc for each ground state obtained from canonical Mo

FIG. 1. Upper panel: Symmetry-weighted pair and many-bo
interactionsD fJf obtained in the cluster expansion of Mo-Ta, fitte
with MBCE constraintst59 andl54. Lower panel: definition of
the figures.
3-2
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Carlo simulations~cell sizes 20320320 or larger, 2000 or
4000 flips per site! based on the converged MBCE.

Ground states with sufficiently largeD are identified as
large circles in Fig. 2. Here, the Mo-Ta system is divided in
four structurally distinct regions.~i! In region 1, the Mo-rich
range below 20% Ta, we find several possible, very shal
ground states. However, withD&2 meV, they are very close
to the phase-separated limit of pure Mo and Mo4Ta, so that
we did not investigate this range in greater detail.~ii ! In
region 2, on the Ta-rich side~above 75% Ta!, no ground
states are found. The interesting regions are 3 and 4:~iii ! In
region 3 ~roughly 20–60% Ta! we find five distinct small-
cell ground states, denotedA4B, A2B, A3B2 , AB, andA2B3

FIG. 2. Ground-state line from exhaustive search of structu
up to 20 atoms per unit cell (33106 structures!. Four qualitatively
different regions are highlighted~A5Mo, B5Ta!.

FIG. 3. Ground-state structures in regions 3~20–60 % Ta! and 4
~60%–80% Ta! of the Mo-Ta ground-state line.
02010
w

in Fig. 2 ~A5Mo, B5Ta!. These structures are depicted
Fig. 3. Each is a superlattice~SL! of pure ~100! planes: the
well-known B2 and C11b structures@AB and A2B ~100!
SL’s, respectively#, the largerA4B ~100! SL and the hybrid
A2BAB ~100! SL’s of composition Mo3Ta2 and Mo2Ta3. In
addition, the MBCE predicts an exceedingly low enthal
for the inclusion of antiphase defects between the basic~100!
superlattice units. Therefore, region 3 contains a quasic
tinuum of more complex~100! SL’s, which are energetically
extremely close to the ground-state line@black dots in Fig.
2~b!#. These higher-order SL’s are ‘‘building-block’’ combi
nations of the five basic breaking points: Sequen
(A4B)m(A2B)n populate the ground-state line between 20
and 33% Ta, changing to (A2B)m(A2BAB)n between 33%
and 40% Ta, (A2BAB)m(AB)n between 40% and 50% Ta
and (AB)m(AB2AB)n between 50% and 60% Ta.~iv! Region
4 shows only two breaking points. The underlying groun
state structuresA4B9 andA4B12, also shown in Fig. 3, have
13 and 16 atoms per unit cell. They are structurally qu
distinct from the Mo-rich~100! superlattices. In fact, no
simple superlattice notation can represent bothA4B9 and
A4B12 consistently. They are based on~100!-oriented col-
umns of Mo-atoms embedded into a Ta matrix, and place
regular 2nd and 4th nearest-neighbor distance from one
other. In further contrast to region 3, both are isolated str
tures rather than part of a quasicontinuous series. Altho
remarkably deep in LDA~Table I!, it would be impossible to
guess both structures within an intuition-based approach
‘‘rounding up the usual suspects.’’A4B9 andA4B12 are true
predictions of the MBCE construction process, and tes
ments to the power of a systematic, material-specific grou
state search.

The Mo-Ta phase diagram29 shows only a high-
temperature solid solution, and the absence of long-ra
order in Mo-Ta has been verified experimentally for samp
sintered at 1773 K and 673 K.30 This is consistent with our
predicted lowTc’s ~Table I!. However, there are experimen
tal indications that order does exist. The measured enth
of mixing is negative:31 e.g., DHmix(x50.5)52114
626 meV. In comparison, our MBCE predicts2127 meV
for the fully random state. Also, short-range order induc
x-ray diffuse intensity maxima occur at the~100! position in

s

TABLE I. Ground-state structures in Mo-Ta, their energe
depths, and Monte-Carlo calculated critical temperatures. MB
values forD are given and compared to LDA~brackets!.

Composition Structure D @meV# Tc @K#

Mo4Ta ~100! SL A4B ,4.5 (,4.0) 195
Mo2Ta C11b 11.2 ~11.7! 400
Mo3Ta2 ~100! SL A2BAB 6.3 ~6.2! 275
MoTa B2 15.1~17.0! 600–1000a

Mo2Ta3 ~100! SL A2BAB 6.9 ~2.0! 610
Mo4Ta9 ~Figure 3! 3.5 ~6.9! 490
Mo4Ta12 ~Figure 3! 2.2 ~1.0! 385

aSecond-order transition.
3-3
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reciprocal space for 79% Mo and 63% Mo solid solutions32

This is confirmed by simulations based on our converg
MBCE.

The ground-state structures of regions 3 and 4 are un
pected in that they cannot exist within a few-interacti
ground-state enumeration scheme:12,13

Necessity of high-order pairs:The ~100! SL ground states
of region 3 are equivalent to one-dimensional Ising lattic
with suitably renormalized interplanar instead of interatom
interactions. To be stable,A4B andA2BAB superlattice-type
ground states require12 at least fourth nearest interplan
interactions—in terms of the bcc interatomic interactions t
means we must use 6th and 8th neighbors. Any sho
ranged CE or ground-state map must inevitably missA4B
andA2BAB as stable ground states.

Necessity of many-body interactions:The complex
ground states of region 4 and those of region 3 are situate
complementary concentration ranges, i.e., the energetic
archy of structures changes when switching from comp
tion A12xBx to AxB12x . In our MBCE, this can only be
described by odd-body~here three-body! figures, which are
therefore indispensable to capture the ground-state line
Mo-Ta.

We illustrate the effect of high-order interactions by sy
tematically peeling off some of them from the converg
MBCE of Fig. 1, and repeating the ground-state search
each case, the remainingJ are refit to the LDA input data-
base.~i! Removing all the many-body terms from the MBC
places theC11b structure on the Ta-rich ground-state line
MoTa2, although it is not a ground state of the converg
,

a

.

.J

, J
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MBCE. The actual ground-state structuresA4B9 and A4B12
are eliminated. Instead,A4B12 now appears as a false groun
state on the Mo-rich side, displacing the true ground st
the A4B ~100! SL, and the quasicontinuum of SL’s up t
C11b. ~ii ! Further restricting the CE toonly five pairsre-
moves also the~100! SL’s A2BAB from the ground-state
line. Except for some shallow, spurious states in region 1,
ground-state line now shows onlyC11b (Mo2Ta), B2
~MoTa!, andC11b (MoTa2). ~iii ! A minimal cluster expan-
sion: A common approach to CE is the Connolly-William
~CW! method,33 where only the shortest-ranged terms a
fitted to an equal number of guessed input structures.
demonstrate the effect on ground states by examining a
CW approach.15–17 Here, six input structures, bcc~Mo and
Ta!, D03 (Mo3Ta and MoTa3), B2 ~MoTa!, and B32
~MoTa!, are used to fit the six shortest bcc interactions, sp
ning a maximum distance of second-nearest neighbors.
CE shows only two ground states,D03 (Mo3Ta) andB2
~MoTa!. Moreover, the predictedTc51800 K for theA2-B2
transition is now excessively high compared toTc,1000 K
of the converged CE~Table I!.

In summary, Mo-Ta reveals an unexpected and featu
rich ground-state line. Instead of a few ‘‘usual-suspe
structures only, there are at least seven distinct ground st
in part of a complexity reaching beyond mere intuition. Th
prediction would be impossible with approaches restricted
such intuition: short-ranged CE’s in the style of CW33 dis-
cussed above, or ground-state enumeration schemes bas
few interactions only.9–13This work was supported by DOE
SC-BES-DMS under Grant No. DEAC36-98GO10337.
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